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Lesbian Sex Bible: The Complete
Guide To Sexual Love For Same-Sex
Couples

Modern techniques and advice for lesbian, bisexual, and queer women, and winner of the Lambda
Literary Award for Lesbian Erotica (2015).The Lesbian Sex BibleÂ is a fresh, funny, irreverent, and
inclusive look at lesbian sexuality. This book encourages women to talk freely about sex, to deepen
and expand their sexual knowledge, and it empowers women of all sexual identities to have the
hottest sex possible. Lesbian, bisexual, bicurious, trans, butch, femme, androgynous, seasoned
dykes, and curious new comers alike will want to keep this book on the nightstand.Filled with explicit
techniques and tips for the hottest sex imaginable, each chapter focuses on individual elements of
lesbian sex while also providing frank advice about lesbian dating and relationships, gender,
identity, and sexual culture.Highlighting strategies for sexual satisfaction and erotic
empowerment,Â The Lesbian Sex BibleÂ is a comprehensive guide for lesbians and all women
interested in expanding their sexual knowledge.
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This is a very tastefully done coffee-table style hard cover book. There are more words than

pictures. And all of the women, usually topless or nude, are artfully featured in poses -- that are in
anticipation of sex - more so than doing it.This isn't a sex manual, per se, like other lesbian sex
books (which have more numerous positions and photos). This is more of a motivational guide for
getting yourself (and your partner) in the mood -- and in the proper state of mind - and then
hopefully over the top.The prose itself is broken into a multitude of informative sections, which
include: flirting, kissing, foreplay, grooming and attire, communication, talking dirty, gender (i.e.
lesbian, bisexual, bi-curious, femme, and others), relationships, anatomy, self-esteem,
masturbation, orgasms, squirting, finger play, tribadism (humping), oral sex (which is one of the
lengthier sections, I might add), strap-ons (and sucking), anal sex (including rimming and fisting),
toys, bondage, spanking, role playing and group sex (which, incidentally, has some of the prettiest
pictures). Whew! There's even a modest section on making it with `trans bodies' (who are men who
identify themselves as women. Gee, think of the possibilities -- for cross-dressing hubbies?). All of
the instruction is presented in a very understanding and encouraging manner.In case you're
interested, here's another similar style book that I would also like to suggest:Women Loving
WomenIn conclusion, the "Lesbian Sex Bible" really delivers on its title. This an excellent and
enjoyable reference that I would highly recommend to all women (and their partners) to assist them
in their exploration and fulfillment -- of their own bisexual or same-sex desires. Enjoy.

I believe this is called the Lesbian Sex Bible because general introductory reference and self help
book on lesbian sex would be too long and lacking that pleasant hint of the taboo. It does, however,
have great organization, featuring easy to find references, various organized topics in a reasonable
order, and references including generally an equal number of books and more easliy outdated
websites. Most of the information is great and told in an engaging, lighthearted tone, without
neglecting to be serious about serious issues. For example, self image is discussed quite seriously,
although with the more humerous advice to the reader to remember they are a â€œhot f*,â€• as
opposed to more standard self-esteem bolstering thoughts like â€œyou are beautiful in your own
way.â€• It was refreshingly different.There are a few specific problems I have with the book, though.
One thing I absolutely must say about the Lesbian Sex Bible is that later editions must have some
mention of the fact that there are people out there with latex allergies. I am not one of them, but that
should definitely be included in the parts of this book where safe sex items are discussed. Let's face
it, setting off somebody's allergies would be a major turn off. I want to know that there are non latex
options, or if there aren't any available other than gloves. I also must point out that while Diana
Cage certainly makes a point of discussing different body types, and that they can all be attractive,

all of the women in this book's photos basically have the same body type. There are also only three
or four models used, which is fine, but it would be nice for later editions to have, for example, a
butch hardbody type pictured on the page talking about them.

I love this book! It's great for both singles and couples. Very informational; it included things I
already knew and a LOT I didn't or never thought of doing.

I've had dreams that I will end up with the one I love. I now have the basics on what to do if/when
fate comes to pass. Without this book I would have lacked the tools necessary to keep her
interested sexually. I am now at least partially prepared thanks to this Lesbian Sex Bible. Got the
moves, now I just gotta get the girl... Coming across this book was a sign that I was astute enough
to pay attention to.
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